
SATO by SmartWIZ
Smart Automatic Train Operation

We reduce operating costs, decrease fuel consumption 
and help preserve the environment for future generations  



SmartWIZ built the technology platform SATO that :

üHelps preserve the environment for future generations

üReduces operating costs
üDecreases fuel consumption
üUses patented cloud-based Artificial Intelligence technologies



Russian Railways             is one of the largest in the world with 
85,600 km of railway.

Our team did a pilot with Russian Railways in the rough 
mountain terrain of the Urals. 

Reduced Energy Consumption by 18.43%.

SATO: Case Study - Russian Railways Pilot

Usage of auto 
mode

Number of 
trips

Established 
norm, kW*h Actual, kW*h Economy, %

>75% 6 19532 15700 19.62
18.43

50-70% 3 9767 8200 16.04



SATO: covered by 11 patents, approved by SAP

№ Sense USA China Europe 
India CIS RU

1 Method and system for increasing 
efficiency of  rolling stock

Patent № 
10286934

Patent № ZL 
201580018728X

Pending 
(2016)

Patent 
№027967

Patent 
№2612459

2
Method and device for improving the 
efficiency of movement railway transport on 
part of the way

Patent 
№2623004

3
Method and system of energy-optimal 
control of railway rolling stock, taking into 
account possible emergencies

Patent 
№028265

4

Method and system for precise parameter  
estimation the resistance to movement of 
rolling stock in the process of rolling stock 
movement

Patent 
№028639

5 Method and system of energy-optimal  
control of autonomous railway rolling stock

Patent 
№029113

6
Method and system of energy-optimal 
control of railway rolling stock, taking into 
account the mass of the rolling stock

Patent 
№030753

7
Method and system for energy-optimized 
control of rolling stock using the adhesion 
factor in the traction mode

Patent
№034951

8 Method and system for control over 
pneumatic brakes of railway rolling stock

Patent
№2715915

A patent ”Method and system for increasing efficiency of  rolling stock”
protects the key technology used in SATO almost worldwide



$1M – average cost of traction energy for each 
mainline freight locomotive annually 

«Between 80 and 90% of the energy that rail uses - over 
3TWh of electricity - and more than 680 million litres of 
diesel are used for traction purposes at a cost of over 
£600m  ..."

The UK Industry’s Rail Technical Strategy, 2012

“For an average U.S. Class 1 mainline locomotive, 
reducing consumption by just 1% realizes $7,500 in 
fuel savings per year. Multiply that by the number of 
locomotives in your operation AND by the actual 
percentage drop in fuel usage and it's easy to see 
just how dramatic an impact…” GE Transportation

Locomotive Series TE33A Prima T8 2ES7, 2ES10 GE Evo

Type of energy Diesel Electric Electric Diesel

Locomotive power, kW 3356 8800 8800 3280

Cost of energy for each 
locomotive annually $0.8M $1.4M $1.6M $0.7M



300 tonnes – average carbon emission from each 
locomotive



Worldwide traction energy consumption costs 
at least $60bn annually

DB Group (incl. DB Schenker , DB Cargo, DB 
Arriva, 12001 loc. in Germany only) –
$4,9bn2

Russian Railways– $3,5bn1

Union Pacific (USA, 7420 loc.) - $2,1bn2

SNFC (France) - $1.1bn

SATO can reduce this 
number up to 

10 - 20% or 

from $100K to $200K
for each locomotive 
each year

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/940987/number-locomotives-deutsche-bahn-germany/ 2 Annual Report https://ir.deutschebahn.com/fileadmin/Englisch/2019e/Berichte/IB19_e_web_02.pdf
3 Annual report https://eng.rzd.ru/en/9637/page/103290?id=11909#main-header
4 Annual Report 2019 UPC Form 10-K https://www.up.com/investor/annual/

Operators of locomotives annually incur huge costs to 
provide their fleets with fuel:

https://www.statista.com/statistics/940987/number-locomotives-deutsche-bahn-germany/
https://ir.deutschebahn.com/fileadmin/Englisch/2019e/Berichte/IB19_e_web_02.pdf
https://eng.rzd.ru/en/9637/page/103290?id=11909
https://www.up.com/investor/annual/


Solution: SATO – Smart Automatic Train Operation

ü SATO is a software platform with a cloud infrastructure and
mobile apps for the mobile device of the driver

ü SATO automatically controls the train (SATO-A) or gives advice
to the driver (SATO-DAS) while reducing energy consumption
used for traction

ü SATO can reduce energy costs for hauling up to 20%
ü SATO is designed for freight trains as well as passenger trains



SATO: USP
The key difference: identification of current parameters of a
particular train and external conditions for optimal operation
of a locomotive

SATO – DAS: optimal 
energy expenditure &
exact execution of the 
timetable

ATO - DAS

IDENTIFICATION OF
CURRENT

PARAMETERES

RESISTANCE
SLIP
SLIDE
MASS …



SATO: architecture
SATO-cloud collects information and calculates the optimal
control. Recommendations are transmitted to a drivers’ mobile
device.

Railways operators

Power stations

Traffic lights

Calculates an optimal 
operation for each 
particular train

SATO-cloud:



SATO: drivers’ monitor

Current and further 
advised engine 
positions and distance 
to its change

Current traffic 
light color 

Speed limits (red lines)

Speed trajectories: 
- previous (blue line)
- future (brown line) 

Train’s location on the 
rail and positions of 
traffic lights

Distance from the 
starting point

Current and further speed limits 
and distance to its change

Current and further value of 
profile and distance to its change

Remaining time 
(minutes and 
seconds) to 
arrival on the 
next station on 
schedule



Team
Leonid
Zhebrak

ü Founder & CEO
ü Development manager for ATO - the first software-only system in the 

world
ü Ph.D., author of 11 patents

Rinat
Sadekov

ü CTO
ü A recognized expert in the field of control systems, ML and AI
ü He is in charge of product development and the search for promising 

technologies
ü Ph.D.  Autor of over 20 patents 

Michael
Safro

ü Senior Researcher
ü 10+ years experience in the development of AI for railways
ü He is responsible for the development control and identification 

methods. He also deals with the protection of intellectual property
ü Ph. D., Co-author of 9 patents
ü In the company since 2013

Aron
Spencer 

ü Founder & Advisor
ü Aron is helping in industry, financial, operational and expanding to 

international market
ü Ph.D. in Management
ü In the company since 2014



▪ Payment for each locomotive
▪ Payment option is universal - suitable for all types of consumers :

▪ Manufacturers of locomotives - not related to the operating
conditions and energy savings
▪ The owners of locomotives
▪ Manufacturers of control systems

Perpetual license:
▪ Costs are determined by the payback period, depending on the

operating conditions and the type of locomotive
Annual license:
▪ Pricing based on SATO performance

Customers are offered two purchase options - an innovation Energy Performance Contract (EPC) 
or traditional licensing

Option 2: Traditional licensingOption 1: Energy Performance Contract - (%) of the savings
▪ Our team equips customer's locomotives with SATO software
▪ Periodically read off the flow of fuel (electricity)
▪ The owner of the locomotives pays for the service - as a percentage of the

savings
▪ The savings = (typical rate of fuel consumption - actual consumption)

x Fuel Price
▪ Typical rate of fuel consumption is fixed in the agreement
▪ Suppliers percentage of savings = [60 % ... 80%]

▪ Depending on the type of locomotive, operating conditions and the stage
of the product average revenue per locomotive can vary
▪ This type of pricing may be acceptable only for owners of locomotives

Example of sensitivity to the conditions of the contract and the 
effectiveness of SATO for each locomotive annual

SATO: Business Model 

Licensing pricing for locomotive, th. $ 

Additional fee is paid for the tablet and SATO adaptation to locomotive series and train driving rules

Average energy costs, th. $ 1000

Efficiency of the SATO 10% 15% 20%

Overall reduction in energy consumption, th. $ 100 150 200

EPC license fee 70%

NET BENEFIT (after paying the EPC license fee), th. $ 30 45 60

Average annual energy costs 1000

Perpetual license, price per locomotive 150

Annual license, price per locomotive 40

ANNUAL REDUCTION of energy consumption 100



Competitive Advantage

üAdaptation to the train and external
conditions reduces energy consumption up
to 20%, while competing systems rarely reach
5%

ü For the first time in the world, it is offered
without any capital costs

üWe also offer an innovative no-risk business
model: the customer pays for SATO from the
energy savings from its use



SATO: Summary

ü Energy savings are significantly higher than the 
competition

ü Does not require capital expenditures for implementation
ü Can be offered as a service using EPC
ü Does not require maintenance costs
ü Technologies are protected by patents in multiple 

countries



SATO: contacts

SmartWIZ Limited

+7 495 215 1689
info@smartwiz.ru
www.smartwiz.ru


